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	In the past decade, the movement to lighter-weight and increasingly agile methods
	has been the most significant change to affect the software enterprise since the
	advent of the waterfall model in the 1970s. Originated by a variety of thought and
	practice leaders and proven in real-world, successful experiments, the methods
	have proven themselves to deliver outstanding benefits on the “big four” measures:
	productivity, quality, morale, and time to market.


	In the past five years, the methods spread virally. Within the larger enterprise,
	the initiatives usually started out with individual teams adopting some or all of the
	practices espoused by the various methods, primarily XP, Scrum, Lean, Kanban
	(later), and various combinations and variants.


	However, as the methods spread to the enterprise level, a number of extensions to
	the basic agile methods were necessary to address the larger process, organizational,
	application scope, and governance challenges of the larger enterprise.


	Not the least of these is the challenge of agile requirements, which is the necessity to
	scale the basic, lightweight practices of team agile—product backlogs, user stories,
	and the like—to the needs of the enterprise’s Program and Portfolio levels. For example,
	agile development practices introduced, adopted, and extended the XP- originated
	“user story” as the primary currency for expressing application requirements. The
	just-in-time application of the user story provided a much leaner approach and
	helped eliminate many waterfall-like practices, such as imposing overly detailed and
	constraining requirements specifications on development teams.
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Mission Mars: India's Quest for the Red Planet (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2013

	The objective of the book is to find an answer to the rationale behind the human quest for the Mars exploration. As a comprehensive assessment for this query is undertaken, it is realized that the basic question ‘Why Mars?’ seeks various responses from technological, economic and geopolitical to strategic perspectives. The book is...
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Show Me Microsoft Office FrontPage 2003Que, 2003
This book provides concise step-by-step instructions that show you "how" to accomplish a task. Each set of instructions include illustrations that directly correspond to the easy-to-read steps. Also included in the text are timesavers, tables, and sidebars to help you work more efficiently or to teach you more in-depth information. A...
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Problems and Solutions in Biological Sequence AnalysisCambridge University Press, 2006
Bioinformatics, an integral part of post-genomic biology, creates principles and ideas for computational analysis of biological sequences. These ideas facilitate the conversion of the flood of sequence data unleashed by the recent information explosion in biology into a continuous stream of discoveries. Not surprisingly, the new biology of the...
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Sustainability in Energy and Buildings: Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Sustainability in Energy and Buildings (SEB´11) (Smart Innovation, Systems and Technologies)Springer, 2012

	Welcome to the proceedings of the Third International Conference on Sustainability in Energy and Buildings, SEB’11, held in Marseilles in France, organised by the Laboratoire des Sciences del'Information et des Systèmes (LSIS) in Marseille, France in partnership with KES International.


	SEB'11 formed a welcome...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Master Data ServicesMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	The release of SQL Server 2008 R2 Master Data Services is the beginning
	of a new, more accessible era for master data management. Because of price
	and complexity, most solutions on the market today are geared toward large
	corporations and require dedicated consulting teams to implement. MDS, a feature of
	SQL Server Enterprise Edition,...
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Structural Analysis: In Theory and PracticeButterworth-Heinemann, 2008
This book provides a comprehensive review of the classical methods of structural analysis and also the recent advances in computer applications.     

       Structural Analysis Rules of Thumb provides a comprehensive review of the classical methods of structural analysis and also the recent advances in computer applications.  The prefect...
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